
 

Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) 
Coral Reef Conservation Program (CRCP) 

 
Southeast Florida Coral Reef Initiative (SEFCRI) 

Our Florida Reefs (OFR) 
South Community Working Group Meeting 

 
Wednesday, April 15th, 2015, 9 am – 5 pm 

 
Nova Southeastern University Oceanographic Center 
8000 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, FL 33004-3078 

 
In person: 

SCWG: Alex Sommers, Angela Smith, Dan Clark, Stephanie Clark (Alt), David Bingham, Donald 
Vacin (Alt), Dick Dodge, Howard Lustgarten, Jane Fawcett, Bill Cole (Alt), Arthur Loughran, Jim 
Bohnsack, Ken Banks, Kevin Muench, Mason Smith, Rebecca Johnson, Scott Sheckman, 
Stephanie Voris, Sara Thanner  
Absent: Jeff Torode, Manny Toledo, Skip Dana, Jennifer Peterson, Jim Mathie, Melodee Smith, 
Nick Morrell 

FDEP CRCP: Jamie Monty, Meghan Balling, Cody Bliss, Ana Zangroniz, Karen Bohnsack, Lauren 
Waters, Kelly Egan, Jenny Baez  

Facilitator: Heidi Stiller 

SEFCRI TEAM/TAC: Dana Wusinich-Mendez, Brian Walker, James Byrne, Kurtis Gregg, John Fauth 

Public: Jason Androtta, Amanda Costaregni, Drew Martin, Christine Hemphill  
 

 Key points are highlighted in yellow  

Action items are highlighted in yellow and will be labeled as Action Item  

Group decisions are highlighted in yellow and will be labeled as Decision 

9:15 AM – Welcome & Meeting Overview 

Meeting Objectives (Heidi): 

• Review what the NCWG combined 
• Review RMA’s that were suggested to be archived 
• Review RMA’s that need more information 

o We need new information to go back to SEFCRI Team/TAC 
• Demo of the spatial planning tool to prepare for next meeting 
• Rank place-based RMA’s to use with the planning tool in May/June 

Homework Note: Today we will work on some that need more information but we will not be able to 
finish them all. In order for them to go back to SEFCRI Team/TAC they will need to have more info and 
people will need to sign up for these or else they will be archived. This also includes any that you don’t 
want to be archived.  
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9:20 AM Current Events: 

• (Showing GIS map) Outcomes from projects that some will be in the planning tool. Some jurisdictions 
are looking for areas of priority in the watershed. First step was to break the SEFCRI region in to certain 
areas to tackle the questions. First step showing where the watershed is and moving and how the water 
is moving in the canal system and what inlets the water is moving in/out of. This is important because this 
isn’t necessarily how the water is being managed. In addition, contractor went through the data and they 
adjusted the rates of flow for all of the mgmt. systems in the canals. This will be important when making 
recommendations for managing LBSP depending on the use of the area. What we need to recommend in 
the south may be different then the north based on this work. Large report that contain everything. Group 
of SEFCRI Team/TAC meeting this Friday to tackle where we want to focus the efforts first and where the 
greatest needs are. Information will be available in the decision support tool. Meghan can send the 
summaries to those that are interested. Each inlet contributing area is different and not all have been 
tested. Work also identifies where there are gaps in the area. Kurtis will share the outcomes from that 
meeting. 

 
• A report from Jim Bohnsack, Margaret Miller and Dana Williams showing the bleaching in Key Largo 
last summer. Also another report from FWC about restoration. Not online yet but we can possibly put it 
on the OFR website? Think we should develop a citizen group to push why these RMA’s should go forward. 
Talk to Jim about that if interested. NOAA and RSMAS is having an open facility to see what is going on 
there. May 15th 10 AM start.  
 
• Developed draft RMA’s and they have been through them and are meeting tomorrow to go over the 
final draft tomorrow and perhaps in May have approval from COTF. Final document will come out after 
that.  
 
• Waiting so long for Kurtis’s watershed stuff. Would like to see more time at these meeting to see more 
information from Kurtis. Talked to commissioner from Lauderdale by the sea about having some meeting 
space and possibly the yacht club to discuss MPA stuff. 5 leatherbacks and 2-3 greens. There is an 
acceptable amount of take from others. The sigma 2 beach project has gotten a permit. Tortuga festival 
thought there were people anchoring outside of the reef. Port of Miami, they had numbers of 45 and 18 
in the inlet. They need to take in the plum. Not sure how they are continuing to work. There is a bill that 
is in Tallahassee to keep the sledge from cow pastures back. EIS comment is open for port everglades. Go 
towards the end of the document and see all of the comments and responses and make new comments 
by the 20th or so of this month. Putting together a group of divers to dive in port everglades, probably the 
end of May beginning of June. Goal is to splash as many cameras as we can to get photos. Interested let 
him know.  
 
• Update of CSO- officially incorporated “Friends of Our Florida Reefs”… Interested in supporting the CSO 
it will be tax deductible. If you are interested in supporting in any way, board of directors or advisors 
contact me. Blue Vision Summit in D.C. is next month.   
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• Event going on with turtles around the coast where they are stranding or they cannot dive. If you see 
anything report it.  
 
• Thank you to Nova for the last dive in lecture series. Deerfield Beach will have a new “Easter island” 
artificial reef. Will be able to swim from pier to Rapa Nuui statues. DEP earth month? They are in the 
SEFCRI newsletter.    
 
• A nomination in the northeast and there was a letter that stated that FWC was against the MPA as it 
stood. Do not see the letter as FWC is opposed to a marine sanctuary because that area did not engage 
the stakeholders before the MPA. That still doesn’t mean they will have one here but it also does not 
mean they are opposed.   

9:52 AM: Continuation of Meeting Summary (Meghan): 

Presentation Overview: 

April: 

- Finalize combined RMA’s 
- Review RMA’s that are suggested to be archived/more info 
- Survey is closed. Now that info will be used in the planner.  

 
• SEFCRI Team/TAC members are present. Please utilize them when working today. John F, Brian 

W, Dana W, Kurtis G 
• Review approved work plan:  

1) March/April: focus on feedback and refining RMA’s  
2) May/June: Use spatial planning tool to further support/develop appropriate RMA’s. 

Produce a more refined and comprehensive list of RMA’s to move forward. 
3) July/August: No OFR meetings. 2nd SEFCRI Team/TAC review of the refined RMA’s.  
4) September: First combined meeting with SCWG and NCWG on the 3rd Wednesday of the 

month.  
• New Handouts: 

1) NCWG vs SCWG combination decisions/synthesis documents/RMA PDF’s 
2) RMA’s proposed to be archived and why 
3) RMA’s that need more info  

 
• Comprehensive Spreadsheet: 

o RMA’s listed numerically. Colors indicate SEFCRI Team/TAC feedback group 
1. Green- Combine (working on today) 
2. Blue- More info/clarify 
3. Orange- Archive 

• Place Based SCWG vs NCWG Decision Overview: 
o NMS: both groups decided to group together 
o General Place Based: NCWG wanted to combine the same way but under their NCWG 

instead 
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o Specific Place Based: NCWG wanted to combine all under the general MPA RMA except 2 
of them.  

10:06 AM Instructions for small group work (Heidi): 

• We will begin looking at the NCWG combo suggestions. For the most part they agreed but 
there is still some small work to do.   

• As a group you will: 
o Review their decisions and comments and decide if you want to keep their 

suggestions 
• Facilitator will report out the progress and decisions of the group. The entire CWG can provide 

comments or feedback regarding decisions.  

11:00 AM: SMALL GROUP WORK & REPORT OUT (ADDITIONAL NOTES TAKEN ON SYNTHESIS DOCUMENTS) 

Enforcement: 

o Land Based Fishing: Edit to title  
o Legal Support: Agreed on combo but not NCWG title change 
o Officer Improvements: Agreed on combo with a title edit; did not agree on N-32 archive but to 

develop separately 
o Citizen Support: Agreed on SA.  

FDOU: 

o Mooring Buoys: Agreed with edited title  
o Lobster Mini Season: Agree to title change with new edits to title as well 
o Net Fishing Bans: Agree with title change with new edits to title as well 
o Parrotfish Regs: Agree to title change 
o Artificial Reefs: Do not agree to title change and have new title suggestions 
o Restoring Habitat: Agree to title change with new edits to title as well.  

LBSP: 

o Stormwater: Agree with combo/title and SA decision 
o Outfalls: Agree with combo/title but not sure about the title changes 

 Comments about the 5% in the title. More research needs to be done before making a 
decision.  

 Change “sewage” to “ocean outfall” in the first instance and to “treated wastewater” in 
the second instance 

o Fertilizer: Agree completely  
o Plastic Bags: Agree to combo and title edits 

E/O 

o Blue Star: Agree with combo and title edits (title needs flushed out) 
o Funding Sources: Agree with one AR but did not agree with combo, they want them to 

stay separate.  
o School Curriculum: Decided on RMA to move forward with 
o Reporting: Uncombined one from last week therefore no need to choose RMA to move 

forward.  
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MICCI 

o Mitigation: Agree with combo of other ones with a new title change but wanted to AR N-
99 altogether 

o Certification: Agree  
o Compliance: Agree to combos but with new title edits (discussed in group as well) 
o Beach Nourish: Agree with combos and SA but with new title edits to the combo   

11:48 AM Review Archive RMA’s 

They will not be lost but archived. This is the opportunity to keep it in the running. NCWG will also have a 
chance to choose ones they want to work on/look in to more.   

Sign Up for RMA’s to be archived (PLEASE REVIEW FOR YOUR NAME): 

**RMA’s that say “archive” may also be selected by the NCWG. If they are not, then they will be archived** 

N-33: Dan Clark  
o More of a way to monitor a project and provide oversight rather than random incidents). 

Will add information for new intent.  
N-34: Archive 
N-54: Archive 

o This isn’t actually being done. It seems to be a county enforcement issue. But is it actually 
helping the reefs? 

N-54: Archive 
N-64: Archive  
N-69: Dan Clark  

o w/help from Kurtis G and John F 
N-71: Angela Smith  

o W/help from Kurtis G 
o Kurtis G- shorten title that would entitle inlet monitoring  

S-1: Jane Fawcett/Dan Clark/Rebecca Johnson 
o Only RMA related to tires. New info needs to be added on why the current plan isn’t 

acceptable.  
S-3: Jane Fawcett/Dan Clark 

o Needs to be made mgmt. oriented not research 
S-11: Archive 
S-60: Scott Sheckman/Rebecca Johnson/Howard L 
S-64: Jim B 

o Author of this one. There are missing gaps on the website. There is a lack of information, 
even people in this room do not know about all of these.  

o Will clarify specific information for why we still need it 
S-83: Archive 

o Already being looked at (JB) and others are similar on the list that need more info 
S-85: Archive 

o Comments here are not necessarily correct. No allocation for tourism or places for 
science, diving or education. They are managed by allocation. They allocate resources and 
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determine how much can be taken. There are no allocations for anything but extractive 
fishing. Who should do the allocations?   

o Allocating to other stakeholders? But that may be captured by other RMA’s. FWC does 
not deal with these numbers. 

o Discuss in the MPA RMA’s. 
S-89: Jane Fawcett.  

o Not sure how much of a problem it is? IGFA has focus on bait fish. What is 100lbs of 
general species?! Of what? If there is a problem, they need to explain why it is a problem.  

o Some guys are out there with 100lbs of blue runners. Do not really seeing this being a 
problem.  

o Cannot really regulate beach fishing.  
o If the city actually owns the property they can regulate by public safety.  

S-108: Archive 
o UMAM was never created to determine appropriate mitigation but ecosystem function.  
o Jenny Peterson is working on this.  
o Can we go back and look to make sure this is happening?  
  

12:35 PM LUNCH 

1:20 PM Review RMA’s-More Info (Small group work, no report out) 

o SCWG members began to address the questions/feedback/input from the SEFCRI Team/TAC 
o SCWG members signed up for RMA’s that needed more info and committed to addressing the 

reviewers feedback so that the RMA can move forward in the process and a part of the second 
round of review process. 

o RMA’s that the SCWG did and did not sign up for will be presented to the NCWG on 4/22/15 so 
that they can sign up as well.  

o RMA’s that CWG sign up for that were in the “archive” or “needs more info” category will be 
completed by the responsible CWG before the next SEFCRI Team/TAC review period. If 
reviewer’s feedback is not addressed then the RMA will be archived and not reviewed by SEFCRI 
Team/TAC.   

2:20 PM Public Comment 

Drew Martin: Sierra Club creating an ocean activist club heavily involved with marine reserves. Largest 
concern is the dredging of the ports. It is evident especially in the Miami example that we are failing at 
monitoring and protecting the reefs. There ought to be a way to do this without killing the reefs. Also, 
really concerned about the use of plastic. There was 30ft deep of plastics in an underwater video. Palm 
Beach wants to burn it and claim it’s recycled. WQ and the destruction of wetlands. There is a project to 
remove mangroves etc. - how do these people think they can do this?  

Kristin H: Retired biologist from CA. Also a sierra club volunteer. WQ and natural resources are the most 
important. Everyone should be most concerned about saving our reefs and the barrier islands. Against 
dredging, fracking, sonic testing for oil drill etc. all of these things need to be paid attention to.  
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Scott S: Have something in mind- who has heard of the national ocean policy (executive order by Obama 
to bring together all of the policy makers for ecosystem based mgmt.). Been working with the national 
ocean policy to release a PSA on TV for its 5th year anniversary! Nationaloceanpolicy.org  

Dan C: Put some time in the schedule to take a look at the watershed information from Kurtis G. Might 
be missing some stuff in our group and his information can help us. Amendment 1- more and more in 
Tallahassee to purchase land south of Lake O. The money is now being used for beaches and many other 
things because the language was so broad now they can do it. Plastic- cannot put a separate ordinance 
but Miami Beach outlawed Styrofoam and plastic straws.  

Meghan B (speaking for Lisa Micelli): Is doing another cleanup on May 2nd and also wants to promote OFR 
on her website so she needs a group photo.  

 

3:02 PM Marine Spatial Planner Group Demo (Brian): 

• Begin to think about how this can be used for the RMA’s 
• Feature development process: (feature= items that are currently in the planner) 

o PPT chose original features and then RMA’s and CWG guided the additional 
features that would be placed in the planner through the spatial worksheet.  

o A search was conducted for data for ALL desired spatial features.  
 71 original features; 55 new features; 121 total features (on handout) 
 Some could not be included due to lack of data/other reasons (handout) 
 Please take a look and let them know if there is data available if they 

missed it 
 Cheat sheet for what is provided in the marine planner (handout) 
 Plenty of information for their use  

• Goal of planner and limitations 
o Facilitate stakeholder involvement, organize data from the region, visualize data 

together, visualize spatial options and transparently assess mgmt. alternatives 
and trade-offs. 

• Ways to use planner 
o Filter planning unites by spatial features 
o Draw a design in any mapped area [and get a report of what’s in that area]  
o Get data summaries for any design drawing 

• What can it do? 
o Save time, data for decision making, automate analysis, provide transparency, 

assist in collaboration, easily reproducible results and comparable alternatives.  
• What can’t it do? 

o Make the decisions, replace human collaboration, eliminate the need to make 
tradeoffs between competing objectives, prioritize design options and all 
necessary data.  

• Data Limitations 
o Data may not cover or represent the entire planning unit (spatial aspects) 
o Data collected over a long period of time or older data (temporal aspects) 
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• Using the Marine Planner 
o Go to upper right [sign in] log in: (first part of email before @ sign); password: (if 

you do not know yours the general one is OFR123.) 
o New “Design” tab now shows up.  

 Filtering will let you set the values  
 Drawings will let you define an area.  
 There are 6 pages separated by feature type (corals, habitat, etc) 
 Go to active tab to turn of the PU base layers (helps visualize the other 

filtering tools you want to select) 
 (i) Button next to filtering feature to give you more information about 

that layer.  
 You do not always have to have the planning unit box checked unless you 

want to see immediate   
 Layers under the filtering group to click on and off 
 Some of the features (eg. Dense Acer patches) are only 

presence/absence (include/exclude) 
 Anchoring is an “at least” for example if you choose “high” it will include 

both “high” and also “very high” but keep in mind this data (and other 
data in the planner) is limited to the research that has been done.  

 Area’s where there is no data for, how can this still help? Well if you are 
looking for areas that DO include certain data limits, then you can find 
them.  

 There are some PU that have multiple surveys- this is where the largest 
value was chosen.  

 Instructions on how to name these designs- we really want you to keep 
to this layout so that we can keep track of them and when they are being 
shared. Also, add the full title so that everyone can see what it is being 
designed for.  

 Once it is saved it becomes BLUE- eventually they will have a different 
color for multiple designs so you can see them all at once and compare.  

 If you shared there will be an arrow and a door and if you hover you can 
see who you shared it with. An arrow going in to it is someone sharing a 
design with you. You can create a copy of a shared design and edit it. You 
cannot delete ones that are shared with you.  

o Put a filter in it to hide the ones that have been shared 
with you? 

 If you click on map, it can show you all of the parameters that were used 
to create that layer.  

 You can create a drawing and go in draw an outline of the area you want 
and it will attach the PU’s that are up. It will give you a summary of that 
selected area. You can also drag and change the shape of the outline.   

 Eventually you will be able to zoom in and print to share a hard copy.  
 Can filter by all of these criteria, filter it down to what matters to you, 

and then draw a mgmt. area and propose it to others and report.  
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 Different ways to get to the information of the data layers. The (i) will 
show you a description of the data and where it came from. It can also 
lead you to the metadata.  

 Should have the PDF Tier 1/2 with you to understand the full intent of the 
RMA and look at the spatial worksheet to see what was included and 
requested. Really need to look at each comment that may influence the 
use of the planner (eg: mooring buoys in N. PB and high currents).  

 Filtering aspect is additive for example: corals >2m, has dense patches 
and pillar coral so you need to filter for each and then you can check the 
boxes to see each one. Will eventually be the different colors for each.  

 In the process of creating an instruction sheet.   
 

4:10 PM Review of NCWG Place Based RMA Combo Decisions 

• NMS: Keep separate  
o Each CWG agreed they are the same BUT because each group wants to keep their own 

RMA# then they are remaining separate.  
• General Place Based: Combined all in to N-146 (no decision needed) 
• Specific Place-Based: SCWG unanimous vote to put ALL specific except (s-18, N-137) under N-146.  

o If these are combined then we can go through each criteria to decide on the zoning 
framework. They will not be lost but will be considered under one larger RMA 

4:25 PM Vote on Place Based RMA to use the Decision Support Tool as a Group 

N-146: 6 votes; S-18: 0 votes; N-137: 2 votes; S-2: 8 votes; N-143: 2 votes 

Final Decision: S-2 (Create and fund one SEFCRI-wide mooring buoy program) and N-146 (Establish and 
implement a marine zoning framework) to use the Decision Support Tool in the May/June meetings as a 
group. 

 
HOMEWORK (Heidi):  
*Please refer to the OFR website for links and worksheet documents* 
 

1. Review the list of RMA’s you signed up for in the “Archive” and “Needs more info/clarify” 
categories 
 Address the questions and feedback provided by the reviewers on the cheat sheet 

document AND ALSO in the PDF’s. 
 Capture new information or edits to be incorporated in to the RMA 

2. Explore the marine spatial planner to become familiar with it.  

**RMA’s that CWG sign up for that were in the “archive” or “needs more info” category will be 
completed by the responsible CWG member before the next SEFCRI Team/TAC review period. If 
reviewer’s feedback is not addressed then the RMA will be archived and not reviewed by SEFCRI 
Team/TAC** 
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